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Introduction. It is well known that when a

light quantum is absorbed by a reaction center

(RC) in photosynthetic purple bacteria the pri�

mary donor of bacteria chlorophyll dimmer

electron (P) is photooxidized and then trans�

ferred first to primary (QА) and next to final chi�

non acceptor (QВ) [1�3]. At each of the cofactors

in the chain of the electron transfer it is stabi�

lized due to the structure and dynamics of an RC

molecular complex. In particular the localization

of the electron on chinon acceptors is deter�

mined by the state of interprotein hydrogen

bonds (whose formation involves water mole�

cules as well) and by protogeneity of the iono�

genic groups of the nearest amino acid residues,

which is accompanied by conformational recon�

struction of the RC molecular complex [2�5]. To

find out the mechanisms of the photoinduced

conformational transitions in biomolecules is not

only of theoretical but also of practical interest.

On the one hand the molecule bioactivity

depends largely on its conformation, on the

other hand the control over conformational

transitions makes it possible to apply them in

molecular electronics. 

Despite a great number of researches in pho�

toinduced processes in RCs their theoretical

interpretation is far from complete. In particu�

lar, no adequate model has been suggested so far

to describe the electron intermolecular dyna�

mics under the action of light. The difficulty in
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Summary. The slow dynamics of isolated complexes of the chlorophyll containing membrane proteins in pho�

tosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) in Rb. sphaeroides R�26 which is induced by light flows has been studied

experimentally. The changes of the RC solution absorption have been analyzed theoretically in terms of the

three�level model. The equation that has been obtained determines the ratio between the population of electron

levels of the primary and secondary chinons. The solution of this equation even for stationary case has been

found to bear non�Boltshman character and depend on the intensity of the excitation light. The suggested model

of level dynamics in RCs takes into account the probability of polarization processes in the vicinity of the se�

condary chinon QB in the result of numerous photoinduced electron transitions. All the RCs are assumed to have

identical structural deformation but may be in different states whose characteristics depend on time duration

after light quantum absorption as well as on viscosity and elasticity of the QB surrounding.
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developing such a model is caused by multistage

electron transfer within RC complexes as well as

the variety of transition channel inside RCs

themselves. As the simplest case an RC may be

presented as a protein matrix with built�in mo�

lecules (redox�cofactors) which show donor�

acceptor properties with respect to photoexcited

electron. Through a number of intermediate

states and primary chinon QА the electron is

transferred from dimmer bacteriochlorophyll

donor P to the distance of 30÷40 А0 and is stabi�

lized at the secondary acceptor QB, thus forming

a potential difference at a photosynthesizing

membrane. The electron transfer initiated by

light quantum absorption can by described in

terms of a three level model in which the energy

level corresponding to acceptor QB is presented

as gradually changing in the process of electron

transfer [5]. The energy level change depends on

conformational transitions in the RC and pola�

rization processes around it. It is obvious that the

change of energy characteristics of the RC

should result in different velocity constants of

photoinduced electron transitions. Since the

problem of electron transport in RСs is rather

complicated, it has been analyzed by using two�

level model with additional simplifying assump�

tions [2, 5, 7]. In particular the conformational

motion of the RC is assumed to be a continuous

diffusion in the potential well of small depth [8],

RCs are assumed to be characterized by a cer�

tain dispersion of structural changes, which

involves the availability of the whole complex of

the photoinduced electron transition velocity

constants, and, finally, the ratio of electron po�

pulation on QА and QВ chinons is assumed to be

quasi�equilibrium and independent of the indu�

cing light intensity. However, the validity of

these assumptions requires further verification. 

In our work we suggest a model of photoin�

duced structural changes in the aggregations of

molecular complexes of RCs with small disper�

sion. All the molecules in RCs are assumed to be

the same, i.e. with the same dynamics of struc�

tural changes described by one and the same

electron transition velocity constant which

depends on the time of the process. As a result

the permanent configuration of RC is formed

due to multiple electron transitions and the RC

macromolecule deformation in its turn influ�

ences the velocity of electron transitions

deforming the electron levels of the reaction [9].

We also analyze the three�level set of ballast

equations and take into account the influence of

the light intensity on the relation between elec�

tron population of Р, QА and QВ.

The three�level model of electron dynamics
in RC. The conformational transitions may be

detected either directly (by using x�ray or pho�

toluminiscence analysis) or indirectly — by me�

ans of interferometry, and photoacoustic or

optical methods [2, 5�7].

We shall analyze the problems arising in the

researches of electron transport dynamics in

RCs by investigating the absorption dynamics of

optical spectrum at the wavelength of λ0=865 nm

[1�7]. This approach is possible because the

cross�section of interaction of photons with λ0

wavelength depends on the electron state of an

RC complex which changes under exposure of

the sample with RCs to excitation light with

intensity І and wavelength λ0. When the electron

escapes the bacterichlorophyll dimmer, the RC

becomes incapable of absorbing light with λ0

wavelength. Thus, the difference in (А) absorp�

tion is proportional to the different probability

p(t) of electron availability on the bacterio�

chlorophyll [2, 5] at the moment of observation:

ΔА(t) ~ р(t)             (1).

According to the results reported in [5], it fol�

lows from correlation (1) that velocity constant

k21 of the electrons returning from the other

parts of RC (QА, QВ is the generalized acceptor)

to P (donor) can be determined from the correla�

tion: 

(2).

The set of equations [5] will describe the elec�

tron transfer in this system: 

(3),

where kij is the constant of transition velocity

between levels i→j. The processes in the RC

molecule are initiated by the excitation light,

therefore kРА parameter depends (proportional�

ly) on the intensity of the light I; qА(t) is the
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probability of electron location on the primary

chinon acceptor QА; qВ(t) is the probability of

electron location on the final chinon acceptor QВ. 

The set of equations (3) should be comple�

mented by the correlat

(4),

which shows the RC system closeness.

As shown in [2, 5, 7] the transition velocity

constants are of the following order of magni�

tude: kАР~10 s�1, kВР~(0,02�0,2) s�1, kAB~104 s�1,

kBA ~103 s�1. 

Now we shall determine the ratio of electron

populations on QА and QВ:

. 

(5).

By using this quantity we can obtain:

(6).

By substituting (6) in the last equation of the

system (3) we obtain 

(7),

from which it follows that after cancelling qВ

(t) in the right and left sides of the equation:

(8).

Therefore under the sample exposure to

excitation light even in stationary case the ratio

of electron population on levels QB and QА is not

described by Boltsman correlation but depends

on the intensity І. The equation for the electron

population ratio on QА and QВ acquires especial�

ly simple form without sample exposure to exci�

tation light (kPA=0) and should be as follows:

(9).

To solve equation (8) it is necessary to specify

the value of f(t) at a certain (initial) moment of

time and a natural choice should be the moment

of switching off the light. Therefore in the

region of transitional time, even with the

switched off light, f(t) function depends on the

intensity of the excitation light. Equation (9) is

the precise consequence of the balance equa�

tions of three�level system (3) and the condition

of system closeness (4). The analysis carried out

with taking into account the above values of

transition velocity constants has shown that if

we do not take into consideration the range of

time (0÷10�3) sec., we can use instead of (9) its sta�

tionary and linear variant

(10)

or

(11).

Expression (11) agrees with that reported in

[5], but it can be used for describing the process�

es taking place in the RC only after switching off

the light. To obtain the approximation of expres�

sion (11) we use the above mentioned values of

transition velocity constants. From equation (11)

we can write:

(12).

Now we shall use equation (12) to analyze the

first equation from the system (3) describing the

case without the excitation light (kРА=0) togeth�

er with equation (4). In the result we have:

(13),

(14).

Taking into consideration that kAB~104 s�1 >>

kBA~103 s�1 is typical for RC instead of (14) we can

use:

(15).

This expression allows us to write (13) in the

following form:

(16).

Equation (16) together with the initial condi�

tion

(17)

describes the kinetics of the RC system after

switching off the light. The included in (17)

parameter р0 determined by the electron popu�

lation of donor at the moment of switching off

the light. Correlations (16, 17) make it possible to

describe the RC system as a two�level system if

the results obtained by using this model are not

used for time intervals smaller than 0,001 s. In

this case transition velocity constant k21 of the

electron from acceptor (which is a dynamic

unity QА and QВ — level 2) to donor (Р — level 1)

is determined from the following equation:
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(18).

Thus, to investigate the absorption relaxation

dynamics in an RC solution with the precision in

time no smaller than 0,001 s we can use the

equation:

(19).

The expression for the velocity constant k21 of

the electron return is given by correlation (18).

Equation (17) is used as initial condition. The�

refore the quantities k21 and р0 are the only

characteristics that can be determined experi�

mentally (formula 2) by investigating the ab�

sorption relaxation of RC solution which occurs

after terminating the exposure to excitation

light.

The repeated analysis for the case when І≠0

shows that the kinetics of electron population P

can be described by the equation

(20),

where α is the absorption cross section

depending on I; k21(t) coefficient in this case

should be obtained by using equation (8).

However, the optional assumption given in [5, 7]

is that the cross section is independent of time.

Thus, the given model describes the peculiari�

ties of RC kinetics by modeling the reverse tran�

sition of k21 which depends on time.

The processes taking place in RC complexes

with the switched off light are described by

equation (19) in which correlation (17) is used as

initial condition. 

In order to obtain the direct information

about the transition velocity constant in the RCs

from experimental data on k21(t) we shall use

formula (18) and the assumption that electron

transition from QВ directly to donor Р is highly

difficult, therefore we assume kВР=0. In this case

the following equation is valid:

(21).

According to the reported data [4�7] the

velocity constant kАР is a quantity that does not

depend on time and therefore the kinetics of

k21(t) is totally determined by the velocity con�

stants of kBA and kAB electron transitions betwe�

en QA and QB chinons.

Experimental results and their discussion. In

our experiments we used isolated protein�pig�

mented complexes (RCs) obtained by the rese�

archers of biophysics department of Moscow

State University from photosynthetic memb�

ranes of Rhodobacter sphaeroides cells by using

laurilmethylaminoxide (LDAO) detergent. The

long�term stability of RCs parameter was

insured by using water solution of 0.01 М sodium

phosphate buffer with pH 7.2 and additional

0,05 % of the detergent. The dimensions of mea�

suring cell were 3х5х2,5 сm and quarts wall

thickness 1 mm. 

The RC solution of concentration ~10�6 М was

exposed for no less than 12 hours in darkness at

room temperature (darkness adapted state). The

darkness adapted state was obtained by illumi�

nating the RC solution with light impulses of

varied duration and intensity [1�7]. The spectral

range of the excitation light diode covered the

larger part of the absorption band of RC’s «aeri�

al». The relative number of the centers as well as

the velocities of transition from one state into

another was determined from the kinetics of

optical spectrum absorption at λ0=865 nm by

using equation (19).

The measurement data are given in Fig. 1, 2,

which shows the kinetics of RC absorption

relaxation after switching off (t=0) the excita�

tion light (865 nm) of different duration and

intensity. As seen from Fig. 2 the absorption

.
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Fig. 1. The experimentally obtain dependence of

light absorption by water solutions with RC com�

plexes separated from the photosynthetic cell

membranes of Rhodobacter sphaeroides at the

moment of switching off the excitation light t=0

for different time expositions: 1 s (curve 1), 50 s

(curve 2) and 300 s (curve 3). 
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becomes stationary within 10 s after switching

off the light. The difference of the values (А(t=0)�

А(t>10 s)) increases with the increase of RC light

exposure. The intensity І of the excitation light is

given in apparatus units (700 units correspond to

20 W/m2).

The experimental data were calculated by

using correlation (18) and the results are given in

Fig. 2 and 3, which shows the velocity constant

kinetics k21(t) for RC relaxation to darkness

adapted state after switching off excitation time

of different intensity and duration. The results

allow for the following conclusions:

1) during the first 0,1�2 s the value of k21(t) is

maximal and weakly changes with time. Within

the next time interval ~1�3 s the value of k21(t)

decreases by 2�3 orders after which it remains

stable as well. This fact testifies about the stabi�

lity of RC properties in this time interval;

2) the decreased exposure of the sample to

the excitation light or the increase of light inten�

sity results in the decreased values of parameter

k21.

This kind of k21(t) dependence for RC rela�

xation should be the consequence of polarization

peculiarities in the vicinity of QВ resulting from

viscous�elastic properties of the medium.

The kinetics of electron level QВ in darkness.
To explain the peculiarities of the parameter k21

behavior we suggest a model in which the corre�

lations between the values obtained from exper�

imental measurements are taken into account.

The model’s scheme is shown in Fig. 4.

When the excited electron is on chinon QА it is

located in the vicinity of point yА. We place this

point at the beginning of the coordinate system

and thus assume yА=0. The change of the elec�

tron potential energy when it deviates from the

equilibrium state we describe by potential ener�

gy UА(y). In case of electron transition to chinon

QВ its equilibrium center is shifted to point yВ. It

is obvious that due to this transition the electron

surrounding changes and therefore, to put it

generally, the interaction between the RC skele�

ton and the electron should also change. Thus

the expression describing the electron potential

energy on QВ will be different, as should be the

shape of potential curves UА(y) and UВ(y) (Fig. 4).

The minimal potential energy of the electron on

QВ is determined by ЕВ . Taking into account [2,

8, 10�11] that the location of neighboring elec�

trons is not strictly fixed, when arriving to QВ

the electron interacts with its surrounding thus

causing the polarization in the vicinity of its

localization that changes with time. Therefore

yВ, ЕВ (and UВ(y) in general) should, generally

speaking, depend on time. For the simplicity we

shall take into account only yВ(t) and ЕВ(t).

To explain the peculiarities of k21(t) kinetics

we shall dwell on the investigation of electron

Fig. 2. The time dependence of light absorption by

water solutions with RC complexes separated from

the photosynthetic cell membranes of Rhodobacter

sphaeroides at the moment of switching off the

excitation light t=0 with intensity І0=100 a.u. and

different time expositions: 1 s (curve 1), 50 s (curve

2) and 300 s (curve 3). 

Fig. 3. The time dependence of light absorption by

water solutions with RC complexes separated from

the photosynthetic cell membranes of Rhodobacter

sphaeroides at the moment of switching off the

excitation light t=0 with intensity І0=700 a.u. and

different time expositions: 1 s (curve 1), 50 s (curve

2) and 300 s (curve 3). 



transition QВ QА. Fig. 4 shows the scheme of

electron transitions in the two�level acceptor

system. The light is switched off at the moment

t0. The time t>t0 corresponds to RC exposure in

the darkness. It should be noted that, under the

assumption about the activation mechanism of

overcoming the barrier which separates the

energy levels of the electrons on QА and QВ [5],

k21 is determined by the barrier height in the

correlation:

(22).

Here ν is the frequency of electron approach�

es to the barrier in Δ(t) which includes the tran�

sition matrix element 2→1, kB is Boltsman con�

stant, Т is absolute temperature of the sample.

In case of the tunnel mechanism of the barrier

overcoming, correlation (22) should be substi�

tuted by the corresponding expression given in

[12]. The quantity kАВ is determined by using

expression\analogous to (22):

(23).

δ (Fig. 4) is the height of energy barrier which

is overcome by the electron in transition from

chinon QА to chinon QВ. 

When deriving formulas (22) and (23) we

assumed that QА QВ electron transitions are

activational. For the sake of simplicity we also

assumed that the frequency of hops during

QА QВ electron transitions is the same. Using

(21), (22) and (23) we obtain the following expre�

ssion:

(24).

It should be mentioned again that ЕВ is the

depth of the potential well in which electron is

found on chinon QВ and which is relative to the

minimal possible energy of the electron on chi�

non QА (Fig. 4). From formula (24), experimental

data given in Fig. 2 and 3 as well as approximat�

ed correlation kАР~10�1 s we can obtain informa�

tion about the kinetics of the electron level on QВ

relatively electron level on QА:

(25).

The behavior of (25) is illustrated by Fig. 5

where the time dependence of ЕВ is shown for

two values of the excitation light intensity. As

seen from the figure, ЕВ depends on І, which tes�

tifies about the mutual influence of polarization

processes and rheological parameters of RCs [13].

Conclusions.
1. The velocity constant of electron transition

from acceptor to donor has been found to

depend considerably on time after switching off

the excitation light. This k21(t) dependence dis�

plays S�like character, which can be explained

by the distortion of the electron level at final

acceptor QВ in the result of polarization effects

due to multiple photoinduced electron transi�

tions in RC macromolecule.
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Fig. 4. The scheme of electron transitions between

chinons QA and QB. UВ(y) function is plotted for the

two moments of time: t=t0 corresponds to the

moment of switching off the light and t>t0. The

heights of potential barriers Δ and δ, which prevent

electron transition QB→QA and QА→QВ, depend on

time; у is the nucleus coordinate.

Fig. 5. The time dependence of potential differen�

ces between energy levels QA and QВ at different

light intensities: I=100 (curve 1) and I=700 a.u.

(curve 2). The time of exposition is 300 s.
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2. During the first 0,1�2 s the magnitude of

electron transition velocity constants is maxi�

mum and weakly depends on time. Further, in

the next time interval of ~3 s. The constant value

decreases by 2�3 orders of magnitude, after

which it remains stable testifying to the stabili�

ty of RC properties in this time interval.

3. The theoretical model has been suggested

that describes the process of photoinduced elec�

tron transition in the aggregation of similar RCs.

The model takes into account the dependence of

the ratios between electron populations of QB

and QА acceptors on the intensity of excitation

light.

4. A single combination of velocity constants

for electron transitions in RCs has been found,

which is calculated by using experimental data

about RC behavior after switching of the light.

The electron level kinetics of chinon QB has been

found in relation to the electron level of chinon QА.

Надійшла в редакцію 26.01.2010 р.

Модель фотоіндукованих змін у пігмент�білковому комплексі реакційного центру

М. Заболотний1, Ю. Барабаш2, Ю. Скляров3, Ю. Прилуцький1

1 Київський національний університет імені Тараса Шевченка 

вул. Володимирська, 64, Київ, 01601, Україна

2 Інститут фізики НАН України

пр�т Науки, 46, Київ, 03650, Україна

3 Kиївський національний медичний університет ім. О. Богомольця 

б�р Шевченка, 13, Київ, 01601, Україна

Резюме. Експериментально досліджено повільну динаміку ізольованих комплексів хлорофілвмісних мембран�

них білків фотосинтетичних реакційних центрів (РЦ) Rb. sphaeroides R�26, індуковану світловими потоками. Про�

ведено теоретичний аналіз зміни поглинання розчину РЦ у рамках трьохрівневої моделі. Отримано рівняння, яке

визначає відношення заповнених електронних рівнів першого та другого хінонів. Розв’язок цього рівняння навіть

у стаціонарному випадку не має больцманівського характеру і залежить від інтенсивності збуджувального світла.

Запропонована модель динаміки рівнів РЦ ураховує можливість поляризаційних процесів в околі другого хінона

QB як результат багатократних фотоіндукованих переходів електрона. Припускається, що всі РЦ мають однакову

структурну деформацію, але можуть знаходитися в різних станах, характеристики якого залежать від часу, що

пройшов після поглинання кванта світла, а також від в’язкості та пружності оточення QB.

Ключові слова: реакційний центр, фотоіндукований електронний перехід, теоретична модель.
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